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  Read this dialogue carefully 
    Susan    :    This is a fantastic café! I like video games. 

    James    :    Yes, Tom and I come here on Saturdays. 

    Tom      :    I’m hungry. Are the hamburgers good? 

    James    :    They’re great. We like the lemonade too. 

    Marta    :    Susan! Your hamburger and lemonade are here.   

    Susan    :    Thanks.  

    Marta    :    Well, hurry up! 

    Susan    :    What’s the time? 

    Marta    :     It’s half past twelve. 

    Susan    :     Oh no! Our basketball game at the sports centre starts at half past one. 
 

 I-   COMPREHENSION  
       

  Write true or false, then correct the false statements.     ( 5 marks ) 
  1- Susan likes video games………………………………………………………………………….................... 

  2- James and Tom come to the café on Mondays……………………………………………………………….. 

  3- Tom isn’t hungry…………………………………………………………………………………. …………..                      

  4- James likes lemonade with hamburger ………………………………………………………………………… 

  5- The basketball game is at the park centre …….……………………………………………………………… 

 

II- GRAMMAR 
  

A- Complete these sentences using the verb to be (am/is/are).    ( 4 marks ) 
   1/ Kamal and I…………in the same classroom. 

   2/……..you English? No, I am Moroccan. 

   3/ …….. Ahmed a good football player? 

   4/ Amal and Susan……….very good friends. 

B-Rewrite the verb “have got” into the correct form.    ( 2 marks ) 
   1* ………………….. (you) your notebooks? 

         Yes, I ………………………. 

   3* ……….…. ……………….Salim his umbrella?  

      No, he ………………………..    

C- Fill in the gap with, using : my, your , his, her, our.    ( 5 marks ) 
   1°  Samir and I are at home with…..….cousins. 

   2°  Is that Karim with……..father? 

   3°  That’s Naima with…….mother. 

   4°  I’m now in the cinema with……… friends. 

   5°  Is this ……….dog? Yes, it is.  

D- Complete these sentences, use:  Is there (a/an) or Are there any.    ( 4 marks ) 
   1- ………………. orange in the basket?  Yes, ………….. 

   2- ……………….. books in the school bag?   No, …………….  

   3- ………...………TV in Samira’s bedroom?   No, ……………….. 

   4- ………………..sweets in your pocket?  Yes, ………………….   

 

                                                                                                          GOOD LUCK. 
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